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Scout Coffee

Scout coffee is organic coffee roasted locally and 
fairtrade certified. From Decaf to Espresso, Scout 
Coffee has it all! By purchasing scout coffee, you 
will be supporting local groups and families who 
may not be able to afford the scout programs. 
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Why purchase scout 

coffee?

Scout coffee is organic, fairtrade, and 
premium choice for coffee. Scout coffee also 
supports the local scout groups, and the no 
one left behind campaign. A campaign which 
helps families be able to afford scouts when 
they might not be financially able to.
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Blends

A medium-dark roast with a hint of nuts 
(no nuts in the coffee itself) and a dark 
chocolate flavor (comes with whole beans 
or ground coffee)

Campfire Roast

Dark roast with a bit of molasses and 
smokey flavor (comes with whole beans 
or ground coffee)

Misty Morning

Medium roast with a classic, 
familiar, and vanilla taste (comes 
with whole beans or ground 
coffee)

S’more Coffee Knot Caffeinated

Decaf Medium-roast with a 
taste of sweet milk 
chocolate (ground coffee 
only)

TrailBlazer Espresso

Medium espresso roast with a sweet taste and smooth 
and silky texture (only whole beans)
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Sizes, Specifications, and Prices

● All singular blends come in two different sizes:

340g: $18.99

2lb: 36.99

● Knot caffeinated does not come with a 2lb option

● All 2lb options will only have the option of whole beans
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Beaver Coffee Bundle: $36.99

Comes with: 

1x Campfire Roast (340g/whole beans) 
1x Misty Morning (340g/whole beans)

Cub Coffee Bundle: $36.99

Comes With: 

1x TrailBlazer Espresso (340g/whole beans)
1x S’more Coffee (340g/whole beans)



Scout Coffee Bundle: $54.99 Venturer Coffee Bundle: $69.99

Comes with: 

1x Campfire Roast (340g/ground coffee)
1x S’more Coffee (340g/ground coffee)
1x Misty Morning (340g/ground coffee)

Comes with: 

1x Campfire Roast (2lb/whole beans)
1x Misty Morning (2lb/whole beans)



Rover Coffee Bundle: $69.99

Comes with:

1x TrailBlazer Espresso (2lb/whole beans)
1x S’more Coffee (2lb/whole beans)
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